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BLOCKADES CUT BOTH WAYS

One of our exchanges calls attention to the exagger-

ated ideas which prevail as to the value of a policy in-

tended to seal the ports of a country against commercial
intercourse with other nations. More than once in its
earlier history the United States resorted to an embargo
against foreign trade. Japan by choice was long a hermit
nation and built up a remarkable civilization of its own

peculiar type. Japan continued its self-blocka- until
other countries ended it by force- The blockade of the
Southern States in rebellion did not starve them, but
taught them many new lessons in economic production.
Under such circumstances the ingenuity of a people is
vigorously exercised, and practical substitutes are found
for what had been supposed to be necessities. In the days
of the civil war high prices compelled the people of the
North also to resort to some makeshifts in such standard
articles of food as coffee.

According to a late German trade review some re-

markable benefits have resulted from the suspension of
German foreign commerce. It is stated that German
science has found ways to replace raw materials now
lacking, and that the progress made will be of great
future advantage. Nitrogen is extracted from the air by
a new process, and the fodder value of straw largely in-

creased. The Institute for Yeast Industries in Berlin is
making food yeast with over 50 per cent albumen from a
simple treatment of sugar and ammonium sulphate.
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TRENCH IN WARFARE

The trench which has become the feature of the

present war and regarded as a strictly mod-

ern method, along with the air and submarine, is

really of the oldest of inventions of war in ancient

.
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VELVET, The Smoothest Smoking Tobacco,
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Dr. W. A. COX

PAINLESS DENTIST

303 State Street
SALEM, ORE.
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and Manager.'
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All Smiles

Yes, Smiles

Nothing but smiles when your Dental work is done

by us. work is carefully and well done, and in

most satisfactory way possible for any man to do

and with the least pain.

One trial will give you complete conception of

our ability and also convince you of the reasonable
fee.

All Work Guaranteed for 10 Years
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Oregon State Fair
Salem

llac

Week beginning September 27th

s, Fat Stoelt, Poultry, Agriculture,
Horticulture, Manufacturing

All the activities we are interested in
will be represented.

Reduced Railroad Tares
from all point in Oregon

Snle Pates. Sept. 2:id to Oct.
Tickets limited Oct. 6th

I

a

to

Phone 926

All train, direct to the Fair Grounds

Ask our.locnl Aent for train schedules,
and tickets.

SOUTHERN PACIFIC
John M. Scott. General ra,g Agent. PorUand, Oregoo.
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